iPatientCare Successfully Concludes National User Conference (NUCON) 2017

iPatientCare National User Conference 2017 at New York was concluded with Great Fanfare and Enthusiasm to Embrace Challenges of MACRA: MIPS/APM Final Rule and Revenue Cycle Enhancement

Woodbridge, NJ (PRWEB) October 12, 2017 -- iPatientCare, a pioneer in cloud-based ambulatory EHR and Revenue Cycle Management services, announced today the successful conclusion of its National User Conference (NUCON) 2017 that provided end-users and channel partners of iPatientCare an opportunity to cement their relationships and stand united in adopting to the challenges of healthcare IT reforms.

The conference keynote address was delivered by Udayan Mandavia, President/CEO, iPatientCare, in which he focused on the theme of “Harnessing the technology to drive Value with increased Volume”. Udayan, being a serial entrepreneur traced the healthcare IT reforms and showed how healthcare is changing from volume base to value base and correlated iPatientCare’s success in strategically evolving a global corporation and a product suite that serves US healthcare sector, including individual clinicians, physician offices, rural health clinics, federally qualified health centers, and hospitals/health systems/ACOs etc.

Kedar Mehta, CTO, iPatientCare, invited by Udayan at the end of his Keynote, provided a sneak preview of R2018. The new version of iPatientCare won the hearts of all attendees, evident by the frequent applause and cheers from the audience. Kedar presented the futuristic product through multiple practical usage scenarios which included telemedicine and patient outreach monitoring among many others.

The special attraction of this year’s conference was the User Recommendation Session featuring iPatientCare clients and panelists. The physicians using iPatientCare products and services expressed their ideas in improving a particular feature or recommending on getting a whole new feature. iPatientcare panelists provided them with the solutions and promised on continuous improvements wherever required. This session concluded with an adherence to consider iPatientCare clients’ all suggestions thus making the bondage stronger.

“Attending the NUCON 2017 Conference was truly an experience to remember!! I really enjoyed meeting everyone and putting faces with names. It was nice to engage with other iPatientCare Users on the Hudson River Dinner Cruise. We were able to converse about our experiences and workflows and how iPatientCare has enhanced their EMR to assist in their client’s needs. The Hilton Midtown Manhattan was a perfect location for the conference, allowing our free time to be used site seeing around NYC. I am looking forward to NUCON 2018 and the many years to come!! Thank you iPatientCare, for hosting an amazing event for Users!!” said Ashley Browns, Project Manager, Kids Care Pediatrics.

“Practice Insight is very glad to sponsor iPatientCare NUCON 2017 and provide its innovative integrated solutions that helps medical offices with benefits of happy patients, fewer complaints, lower staff stress, increased on-time payments, lower outstanding receivables, and less bad-debt.” Said David Henshaw, Director of National Accounts, Practice Insight.

The grand-finale of the conference was an Award Ceremony followed by an innovative game, iSAW, that is, iPatientCare Spin & Win, and iPatientCare Lucky Draw giving gift coupons to the winners. All attendees and exhibitors/sponsors enjoyed and appreciated the prizes and the fun they all had in attending iPatientCare
NUCON 2017.

About iPatientCare:

Based at Woodbridge, New Jersey, iPatientCare is a private-held Corporation that is nationally recognized as one of the leading companies providing EHR and integrated MACRA-ready solutions and intelligent medical billing and revenue cycle enhancement services to physician offices providing primary and specialty care, rural health clinics, and community/federally qualified health centers (CHC/FQHC) nationwide.

At iPatientCare, we help healthcare providers dramatically reduce A/R days and improve collections rates, reduce billing costs, eliminate the burden of repeatable, high volume work on their internal teams, and plug gaps in staffing and internal bandwidth. Our expert teams are comprised of senior executives with extensive experience in clinically-driven revenue cycle management systems including certified billers and coders with managerial capabilities to facilitate client interactions, escalations and SLA. We also provide a dedicated account manager and a team of talented experts assigned to work as an extension of your office, instead of operating as an outsourced billing company or technology vendor.

iPatientCare EHR 2014 (2.0) has received 2014 Edition Ambulatory Complete EHR certification by ICSA Labs, an Office of the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB), in accordance with the applicable eligible professional certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS). Full certification details can be found at ONC Certified Health IT Product List. If desired, we make the difficult tasks of revenue cycle optimization and MACRA/PCMH/QR reporting easier by bundling innovative EHR and other cloud-based practice solutions as part of our revenue cycle management and MACRA consulting services at no additional costs.

As part of its MACRA-ready solutions, iPatientCare has been recognized as a qualified MACRA-MIPS registry for the year 2017 by CMS, and has a distinguished credit of being selected as a preferred EHR vendor and medical/chiropractic billing company by more than 70,000 users nationwide, numerous hospitals/health systems, federally funded regional extension centers, and in the past by the US Army and NASA Space Medicine.

Visit www.iPatientCare.com for more information.
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